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Drumbeat is pleased to bring you their Catalog of

Native American Legends

Story Telling, Humor & Children’s Music
BLOODY KNIFE
- CUSTERS FAVORITE SCOUT
This audio book tells the story of Bloody Knife,
often referred to as Custer's Favorite Scout. Bloody
Knife and George Armstrong Custer had a special
bond; each respected the other. Like the story of
Custer, the story of Bloody Knife transcends the
man, and has come to symbolize an era.
MM 0118 Double Cassette $5.00

JOE BRUCHAC
- GLUSKABE STORIES
Joe Bruchac transmits the living spirit of these ten
Abenaki tales that were traditionally told only from
September to May, in this way insuring that during
the busy summer months people were working and
not dreaming. Joe tells the stories in his own way
while remaining true to the original form. These
stories lead us to an understanding of who we are
and what our place is in the world. They help us
find respect for ourselves and respect for the earth.
Joe accompanies himself with drumming and
chanting.
An Adirondack native of Abenaki
ancestry, Joe brings a rich and varied knowledge to
his storytelling. This 80 minute recording has
received the 1993 Parent’s Choice Classic Honor
Award as well as the 1990 Silver Award received
the year it was released.
YMP 101
Cassette $2.00

and The Weaver (Navajo); Rainbow Dance, Native
Prayer and Bow and Arrow Song (Apache); Men’s
Grass Dance, Horse Stealing Song and Woman’s
Fancy Song (Lakota).
TD 0905
CD $15.98

DAKOTAH & OJIBWAY STORIES OF THE
LAND - told by Gourd Woman and Eagle Heart
With a simple offering of tobacco, the “Old Ones”
unfold ancient stories and make known a mystical
and spiritual land. The storytellers speak of a land
where the waters, buttes, stones, plants and animals
reveal the lessons and origins of Humanity. These
places and their stories are all around us and speak
to us today. Gourd Woman and Eagle Heart, with
kindly hearts and a genuine desire to preserve
these rare stories for future generations, share them
on this remarkable recording. Great for children,
adults, students, educators and those simply
wanting to be entertained. Gourd Woman is a
Dakotah/Hidatsa elder born into a family of
storytellers on the Standing Rock Indian
Reservation of North Dakota. Eagle Heart is an
Ojibway elder and storyteller born on the Turtle
Mountain Indian Reservation of North Dakota.
MW 0164
Cassette $2.00 CD $16.98

JACK GLADSTONE

- “MY LIFE ON THE NORTHERN
PLAINS 1840-1890”
In this compelling narrative Buffalo Bird Woman
tells how the Hidatsa people lived on the Missouri
River in western North Dakota during the late
1800's. Buffalo Bird Woman's story takes the
listener through her early childhood, training,
courtship and marriage and continues with the role
of the woman on a buffalo hunt and the birth of her
first baby. Told by her great great granddaughter
Bonnie GoodBird Wells.
MM 0111
(Out of Print

- BLACKFEET LEGENDS OF GLACIER
NATIONAL PARK
12 stories and songs of the Blackfeet from Glacier
National Park. Included are Legends of Glacier,
When Napi Becomes a Wolf, The Bear Who Stole
the Chinook, How Mountain Chief Found His
Horses, and White Fur’s Beaver Clan.
HS 0117
CD $15.98

- THE HEARTBEAT OF MOTHER EARTH
NATIVE AMERICAN SONGS & STORIES
James Peshlakai (Navajo), Ken Duncan (Apache)
and David Brush (Lakota) present a collection of
over one hour of traditional songs and stories.
They include Butterfly Dance, White Shell Woman

- LOVE FLUTE
Based on the book by Paul Goble published by
MacMillan, Inc. Narrated by Tom Bee with Dakota
flute music by Brian Akipa. It is the story of how the
Sioux people received the flute from the elk men and
a shy young man won the heart of a beautiful girl.
DAK 101 (Out of Print)

THE ELDERS SPEAK

BUFFALO BIRD WOMAN

KEN DUNCAN, JAMES PESHLAKAI,
DAVID BRUSH

PAUL GOBLE

WALLACE GLADSTONE
- BLACKFEET STORYSMITH
This 2 disc set contains over 2 hours of stories by
Wallace Gladstone plus 4 bonus songs by Jack
Gladstone. 40 stories. Stories include Navy Boxing,
Island Hopping Warfare, The Legacy of Lewis &
Clark, General Custer’s Scout, and Gramma Red
Crow.
HS 7517 CD $21.98

- STAR BOY
Based on the book by Paul Goble. Narrated by Tom
Bee with special songs Birth and Awakening written
and sung by Tom Bee with the music of XIT. It is
the story of the son of Morning Star and an earthly
bride, his banishment from the sky world and his
journey to make peace with the sun.
DAK 102
(Out of Print)

JACKALENE CROW HIENDLMAYR
LEGENDS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIANS - VOL. 1
Twelve stories told by Jackalene Crow Hiendlmayr
(Cherokee/Creek).
Stories of brave deeds of
warriors, of family love, of animals and birds. We
tell the stories "to teach our young people to care for
themselves that they might grow up strong and fulfill
their visions, and teach us to respect and thank the
Mother Earth who sustains our lives". Includes
Circle of Life, Legend of Lake Okeechobee, The
Magic Buffalo, How the Bobcat Lost His Tail.
IS 9041
(Out of Print)
- VOL. 2
For thousands of years…before there were books or
radios, storytelling was used to teach young people
about the past to instruct them how they should
behave in the future. These legends were the slender
threads that tied these youth to their ancestors.
Storytellers were given the gift of the legends to
instill pride in the past and hope for the future.
Today, there are still legend keepers among the
people and in the forefront is Jackalene Crow
Hiendlmayr. Flute music by Fernando Cellicion.
Includes Wolf Man, Hummingbird and Crane, Fox
and Rabbit, Cat Cousins, Eagle Touch the Sun.
IS 9042 Cassette $2.00

MARTIN HIGH BEAR
- WHITE BUFFALO CALF WOMAN
The story of the White Buffalo Calf Woman narrated
by Martin High Bear, Lakota Spiritual Leader.
FC 3002
(Out of {Print.)
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JANA

OTACIMOW

LARRY SELLERS

- AMERICAN INDIAN STORY
Jana weaves an American Indian story of adventure
to a new world in song. Her beautiful vocals blend
with powerful instrumentals. Liner notes include
the printed story as well as lyrics. Ten tracks include The Journey, The Sacred Gifts of Mother
Earth, The First Celebration, The Enlightened
Time, and The Medicine Woman’s Vision.
SOAR 227
CD $18.98

- POSSUM’S TALE
“Otâcimow”
means “storyteller” in Cree.
Storytelling, as well as singing and dance, has
played a vital role in Native history, and it has
always had a strong draw for “Otâcimow”. For
more than 12 years, he has been touring as a dancer
and musician in professional Native performance
groups. Employing the skills developed throughout
his career, Otâcimow tells the stories of his First
Nation heritage. Eight stories including Raven and
the Gift of Fire, Coyote’s Run and Grandfather’s
Journey. A wonderful recording for anyone,
young or not so young.
BBR 6019
CD $15.98

- THE POWER TO MAKE LIVE
The orations in this recording are historic and
spiritual words of wisdom, dignity, and honor.
They demand our humble respect.
LS 050102
CD $13.98

THE LAKOTA WAY
Presenting six stories from Joseph M. Marshall’s
award winning book, The Lakota Way, read by the
author and enriched with musical performances by
noted American Indian musicians Keith Bear,
Joseph Fire Crow and Andrew Vasquez. Rich with
history and folklore, these traditional Lakota stories
about life remain as relevant today as when they
were first told. Stories include The Story Of
Giants, The Story Of The Eagle, and The Story Of
The Snake.
MW 0189
CD $16.98

LEGENDS
- I AM AN EAGLE
An unparalleled collection of contemporary and
traditional Native music with legends told by
Native American storytellers.
The music is
exceptional, the stories insightful. Listen to Pura
Fe, Soni and Jennifer (now known as Ulali) as they
chant, accompanied by Bill Miller on the courtship
flute. Murray Porter sings and tells stories. Bob
Crawford AKA White Eagle is also found reciting a
story. Other artists found on this recording include
Wapistan (Lawrence Martin), Elizabeth Hill, Gloria
Eshkibok, Jerry Sawanas and many more. These
legends belong to the Native Peoples of the
Americas... and they always will.
77737

CD $19.98

ALLENROY PAQUIN
- LIZARD TRACKS
Allenroy Paquin is a Jicarilla Apache/Zuni from
New Mexico. His articulate and captivating stories
remind us of the Spirit of the Native American
culture and the experiences that we all have in
common.
Nominee for “Best Linguistic Recording” at the 9th Annual Native American Music
Awards. Nine stories including Mourning Dove,
Ripple Effect, The Chiracahua Spirit Flies High,
and Monster Slayer.
SHR 906
CD $16.98 Sale Price $11.98

- THE STORY OF IKTOMI
Seven Sioux stories told by Vince Pratt. IKTOMI,
a Sioux folklore figure, is a holy man, advisor and
wise man. His magic, tricks and advice, good or
bad, often get him into trouble. These are stories
told to children by the elders. Includes Iktomi and
the Big Rock, Story of the White Crow, and Iktomi
the Duck Hunter. Vince Pratt, a Yankton Sioux,
was born in 1912 at the Crow Creek Reservation,
SD. He is a retired school teacher who devotes his
time to promoting tribal culture.
FC 3003
(Out of Print)

- LAKOTA LOVE SONGS AND STORIES
A Lakota of the Standing Rock Reservation in
South Dakota, Kevin Locke is a renowned
traditional flute player and hoop dancer. Locke is
considered by many to be one of the foremost
Lakota Sioux musicians of today. He travels
widely performing both as a flutist and as a
traditional Lakota singer, storyteller and dancer.
LAKOTA LOVE SONGS AND STORIES is a
very pleasing mixture of stories about the flute,
flute melodies and vocal songs. Two selections
with stories, flute and vocals and four selections
presented both as a flute solo and as a vocal song.
The six flute solos presented here are also included
on the cassette THE SEVENTH DIRECTION
MC 0101
(Out of Print)

RED THUNDER CLOUD

MY RELATIVES SAY

- VOL. 2 SONGS AND LEGENDS OF THE
CATAWBA
Like Volume One, Volume 2 contains legends and
songs, but it also includes three original
compositions, Snow Song, Phoebe Bird Song and
Bird Song #2. Tez passed away in January, 1996.
He was a remarkable, warm, loving, funny man
who loved children and brought joy to many people
through his performances. The producer, Derrik
Jordan, offers this tape to honor his memory in the
open spirit that was his life.
RTC-02
Cassette $4.00

Prices subject to change without notice.

- ALL SPIRITS SING
Award winning Iroquois singer and storyteller,
Joanne Shenandoah, presents this epic musical
journey of a young Iroquois girl searching for her
own voice and song. Join in her quest filled with
adventure and magic as she gets crooned by the
moon, meets a turtle who speaks in "runny fiddles,
" and sings with the wolves. The music offers a
beautiful blending of traditional Iroquois chants and
Joanne’s contemporary expression of her culture’s
values through song. There is a warm and
humorous message for anyone who has ever felt
shy about singing, yet wished more than anything
that they could.
"We are taught from a very young age to
appreciate and respect the many natural gifts which
have been given to us. The music you are about to
listen to is a audio journey into a universe of music
vibrating to the infinite songs of being." (Joanne).
EB 72748
CD $16.98

VINCE PRATT

KEVIN LOCKE

- TRADITIONAL DAKOTAH STORIES
The lessons and character of humanity and how to
live in a civilized way are taught through traditional
stories and are exemplified by the animals, wind
and stars observed around us. Eight wonderful
stories told by Mary Louise Defender Wilson, also
known as Gourd Woman. Stories include The Blue
Heron Who Stayed For The Winter, Why The Fawn
Has Spots and Earth Beans.
MW 0185
CD $16.98

JOANNE SHENANDOAH

- VOL. 1 - SONGS AND LEGENDS OF THE
CATAWBA
Red Thunder Cloud, or, Tez, as his friends called
him, was born in 1919 and was 73 at the time of
this recording in 1992. A member of the Catawba
Tribe of South Carolina, he is the last living
speaker of the Catawba language and the only one
still performing his peoples songs, stories and
rituals. Legends and stories are told in English.
Songs are in Catawba with English introductions
and translations. Red Thunder Cloud has recorded
multiple tracks to create the effect of several people
singing. Accompanied by drum and rattles. A very
enjoyable tape representing the cultures of the
Southeastern U.S
RTC-01
Cassette $4.00

JAY SILVERHEELS
- INDIAN WISDOM STORIES
As told by Jay Silverheels, the Mohawk Indian
actor known for his roles in films and television.
Indian Wisdom Stories are dramatized legends
recorded and produced by American Indians with
authentic Salish Indian language chants, drum
songs and sound effects to set the mood and accent
the material. Four legends and one song are
included - Beginning of the World, Buffalo and
Coyote, Owl and Chipmunk, Coyote and Frost
Giant, and Chipmunk War Dance. Stories are told
in English.
532
Cassette $9.98

TALES OF WONDER
An enchanting collection of Indian stories and
legends handed down from generation to generation
that are entertaining for both young and old alike.
Presented by Gregg Howard, of Cherokee/
Powhatan descent. Nine stories from the videos
that will amaze and amuse while teaching lessons
to live by. Stories include Rabbit & Bear, Rabbit’s
Short Tail, Why Possum’s Tail is Bare, The Ruby
Necklace, Origin of Fire, Pleiades and the Pine
Tree, Little Gray Bat, Little Turtle, and How Deer
Got Antlers. Also on DVD and VHS - see Video
catalog.
RHF 1004
CD $17.98

TCHIN
- NATIVE AMERICAN LESSONS
Stories told by Tchin in the oral tradition of the
"People" with humor, insite and nature's sounds for
your listening pleasure. Tchin is a multi-award
winning metal smith, teacher of crafts and arts,
speaker on Native American subjects, courting flute
performer, storyteller, and father of four. Tchin
performs at museums, colleges and festivals
throughout North America. Stories included are
Rabbits New Look, Coyotes Contest, Wolf and
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Rabbit, Little White Flowers and more. The
background is filled with nature sounds and flute
music.
TCHIN-1 Cassette $2.00

DOVIE THOMASON
- LESSONS FROM THE THE ANIMAL
PEOPLE
Dovie Thomason is a Lakota/Kiowa Apache
storyteller and cultural educator.
Dovie’s
storytelling is simple, direct and resonant.
LESSONS FROM THE ANIMAL PEOPLE is a
collection of nine stories for people of all nations
and races. This collection contains stories from
different Native American tribes including Lakota,
Catawba, Algonquian and Penobscot. Storytelling
is the traditional way to guide young (and not so
young) lives without punishment or embarrassing
confrontation. The musical talents of Ulali are
interwoven throughout the stories. Ulali’s music is
rooted in the indigenous culture of the Americas
and at the same time is thoroughly contemporary.
This 90 minute recording is recommended for ages
4 and up. It has been chosen as a 1997 American
Library Association Notable Children’s Recording.
YMP 103
Cassette $2.00 CD $15.98
- FIRESIDE TALES - More Lessons From The
Animal People
Stories are more than ‘just entertainment’ for
children. These stories offer listeners a chance to
look at our world and ourselves in a different way the way of the Native American. Traditionally told
by an older person during the cold season, they are
told to teach the history, the memories, the culture
and the values of the People to the next generation,
while also reminding the older generation of the
proper way to live in harmony with the Earth and
all who share it. Most of the stories on this
recording are from the Iroquois tradition, often told
by many of the Six Nations. Seven more wonderful
LESSONS FROM THE ANIMAL PEOPLE
including Fox & Goldfinch, Bear & Chipmunk and
Why There Are Bats.
YMP 104
CD $15.98
- WOPILA - A GIVEAWAY
WOPILA, a collection of seven stories retold by
Dovie Thomason, has been awarded the 1993
Parent’s Choice Gold Award as one of the best
recordings for children. Lakota stories are intended
to teach proper behavior or a moral lesson without
the narrow moralizing of many familiar fables.
Unlike many modern images, good and evil are
neither obvious or polarized in her stories. The
characters are multi-dimensional and face choices choices faced by children and adults, in our time as
in the past. Side one features stories that teach the
ways of the Lakota - the comforting protection of
The Pet Donkey, respect for the spiritual world in
The Spirit Wife, values in The Rabbit People or Iya
(Camp Eater). Side two offers a selection of stories
about Iktomi, a person who personifies the best,
and the worst, in human beings as in Iktomi and
Buzzard, Iktomi and Ducks and Rocks and Iktomi
Changes His Mind.
The entire recording is
augmented by the traditional flute music of Kevin
Locke, an outstanding interpreter of traditional
Native American flute music.
YMP 102
CD $15.98

Legends
member of the Abenaki tribe of Quebec. Stories
include The Porcupine, The Salmon, Kuloscap
Stories, Chief of the Pond, Bear and Otter, Coyote
and the Stars and My Brother Bear. A fine
recording for anyone interested in Native American
oral literature, and a fine introduction to American
Indian storytelling for children.
T 1001
Cassette $2.00
- ECHOES OF THE NIGHT - Native American
Legends of the Night Sky
Muffled drumbeats and haunting notes from an
Indian flute fill the air as Abenaki storyteller
Tsonakwa draws you into the past with legends of
the creation of the Universe and other timeless
stories from many tribes. Music composed and
directed by Dean Evenson and featuring
synthesizers, European and Native American flutes,
harp, cello, percussion and natural sounds. Special
appearance by R. Carlos Nakai on Native American
flute and eagle bone whistle. Legends include
Creation Story (Hopi), Seven Sisters (Ojibway),
Coyote and Maheo (Algonquian).
TSP 7145
Cassette $2.00
- WELCOME THE CARIBOU MAN
Eighteen legends by Gerard Tsonakwa, an Abenaki
from the woodlands of Quebec, Canada. Stories
from the oral tradition include A Man and Moose,
Shaman at Lac Nichicun, Ice Giants, Pud-jinksskwes and Her Children and Bridge of Souls.
T 1003
Cassette $2.00

CURLY BEAR WAGNER
- AMONG MY PEOPLE, THE BLACKFEET
The great grandson of Chief Red Crow, CURLY
BEAR WAGNER presents seven selections that
cover the beliefs and history of the Blackfeet
Nation. This recording is part of an overall effort
by Curly Bear to preserve the history, land, and
traditions of the Blackfeet Nation. Stories include
Napi and the Eagle, Why Coyote Eyes Glow and
The Water Spirit. Available only in CD, this is the
first in a series of recordings orated by Curly Bear,
the rest to be released in the near future.
SRC 1003
(Out of Print)

- REFLECTIONS
Stories, myths and legends from several American
Indian tribes as told by Gerard Tsonakwa, a

this recording White Eagle Cloud’s spiritual guide
speaks through him on the topics of life enrichment
and spiritual fulfillment.
SSCT 4247
(Out of Print)

ELIZABETH WILSON
- NEZ PERCE STORIES
91 year old Elizabeth Wilson tells old stories and
sings songs of the Nez Perce she remembers from
her childhood. Recorded in 1972, this friend of
Chief Joseph shares very special personal moments
of the tribe’s history. Seven stories - legends,
history and personal memories from her youth.
Includes Coyote Story, Cannibal Story and Songs,
Indian Religion and Medicine Man’s Cure.
WSC 1601
(Out of Print.)

WIND, SUN AND STARS
- TWO NATIVE AMERICAN FOLK TALES
Narration and original musical interludes by
Kenneth Little Hawk. Stories are She Who Sees
The Wind and The Boy Who Taught His People A
Dance. Total time 45:58 minutes.
HE 1039
Cassette $2.00 CD $14.98

Games
TOPONA
- The Original People of North America
- A Game of Historic Surprises
By: Great Circle Entertainment, Ltd. 1996.
TOPONA is intended to give a better understanding
about what North America’s first people were, and
are, all about. There are nearly 500 questions and
answers on interesting, surprising and little know
facts about the continents first people. These were
assembled over two years through research by the
inventors who trace their own origins a long way
back into the history of North America. TOPONA,
the game, aims to refresh memories of the past,
reminding the world about what was accomplished
here long ago. For 2 to 6 players - ages 9 to adult
72603 - G
$16.95

WHISPERING TREE
- ANISHINAABE STORIES AND SONGS
WHISPERING TREE is a mix of traditional
stories and contemporary situations affecting not
only the Anishinaabe, or Northern Minnesota
Ojibway, but the rest of humanity as well. The
Whispering Tree project is about friendship that
brings down barriers, hope that heals and heart
stories that build joy and trust. The Whispering
Tree album is about the earth, her memories, her
friends, her guardians, wounds, tears and healing.
Listen well, share generously and dream boldly.
These songs and stories offer gifts for all people.
Artists Annie Humphrey, John Trudell, Pato
Hoffman and Larry Long, along with author Anne
Dunn and friends, come together in this collection
of songs and stories celebrating the wisdom of the
Anishinaabe.
MW 0171
CD $16.98

WHITE EAGLE CLOUD
GERARD TSONAKWA
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- SPIRIT-U-ALL SPIRITUAL HEALING
SPIRIT-U-ALL will make your body feel the
presence of something greater than you and I. It is
a healing tool for all problems and an introduction
to “living spirituality”. Through the duration of

Humor
DON BURNSTICK
- YOU MIGHT BE A REDSKIN
It is written to fully understand a culture, you must
understand their humor. Get ready to understand
First Nations People. Don’s debut album will have
you howling with laughter, with his humorously
exaggerated look at the lifestyles, quirks and
cliches of the Native American people. Don takes
the listener on a non-stop roller coaster ride of
laughter. With a style similar to Jeff Foxworthy
and Paul Rodriguez, Don’s material subtly breaks
through cultural barriers with humor that ultimately
appeals to all people, whatever their heritage.
SSCT 4372
(Out of Print.)
- REDSKIN CLUB
Don Burnstick has done it again! He takes First
Nation humor right to the edge and back again. He
is constantly touring to sold out audiences all over
Canada and will soon be touring throughout the
U.S. and Europe. It’s New! It’s Funny! It’s a
roller coaster ride of laughter and wit that everyone

Prices subject to change without notice.
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can relate to. Don invites all people to become a
member of his “Redskin Club”. Routines include
Viagra, The DT’s, Red Skin Games and seven
more.
SSCT 4382
(Out of Print.)
- REDSKIN RADIO
Don Burnstick is a Cree from the Alexander First
Nation located outside Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
REDSKIN RADIO is the long awaited third release
from Don. He uses humour and performance to
provide a holistic approach to healing.
He
humourously portrays First Nations people, their
habits, likes and dislikes. Don’s high energy takes
you on a non-stop roller coaster ride of laughter.
16 tracks including Redskin Soap Opera, Redskin
Weather, and Lunch Time At Headstart.
SSCT 4463 CD $15.98 (Out of Print.)

Legends
JAMES & ERNIE
JAMES AND ERNIEFIED
From the Four Corners area comes a Navajo comedy duo known as James and Ernie (James Junes
and Ernie Tsosie III). With their side splitting
humor, the duo captures the humor of everyday
Native life and gives it a new twist live and on
stage. From capturing the glory days of the 70’s
and 80’s with their hysterical musical reenactments,
to comical skits on Native American government
and Indian Health Services, James and Ernie are
sure to leave you laughing and begging for more.
Filmed in Farmington, New Mexico, James and
Ernie take you on an outrageously hilarious journey to their world of comedic mayhem and slapstick antics. This award winning movie delivers
one of the best comedic acts to emerge from the
Navajo Nation to your living room for you and
your family to enjoy time and time again. 62 minutes.
38802D DVD $29.95 (Out of Print.)

VINCENT CRAIG
- BOARDING SCHOOL FISH STORIES
Laugh with Navajo humorist and singer songwriter, Vincent Craig as he retells stories learned in
BIA schools. “Dedicated to all BIA boarding
school survivors”.
Songs include: “Yer Jus
Somehow”, Indian Romance, Navajo Foreign
Accents Learn’n To Spoke’N-lish, Boarding School
Bullies & Ch’iin-dees (Ghosts) Dorm Mudders, Rez
Sound- Effects, “Jaws”, O-Yeh, God’s On My Side,
Granma’s Song, AQUA-NET & Stomps, Hello
Operation?, Board’n School Nightgowns, When
Navajos Fall, Lights Out, and more. (Vincent
Craig can also be heard on his two previous
recordings in the Contemporary Catalog.)
VC-03 CD $15.98
- YER’ JUS’ SOMEHOW
Recorded live at San Juan College, Vincent thrills
audiences with his humorous stories and songs of
Navajo life. Have you ever tried to teach someone
Navajo? Listen as Vincent tells how. Did you
know Tarzan lives in the mountains across the
railroad tracks? Are Indian men romantic? It’s
one laugh after another.
VC-05 CD $15.98
**Find more Vincent Craig in the Contemporary
catalog.

INDIAN CHIPMUNKS
In these two volumes the Chipmunks sing pow
wow and specialty songs, tell about traveling to the
pow wow, act out radio commercials for Indian
stories, make pow wow announcements and other
bits of pow wow humor in the way only the
Chipmunks could.
A must for anyone who
remembers Alvin.
IS 3030 - VOL. 1 Cassette (Out of Print)
IS 3031 - VOL. 2 Cassette (Out of Print)
IS 3032 - VOL. 1 & 2 on CD $15.98

- LIVE AT THE EL MORRO THEATRE,
GALLUP, NM
Navajo comedic duo present their comedy on CD.
15 tracks of some of their most funny stories. A
great compliment to their DVDs. Tracks include
Drinking Days, Feeling Old, Cartoons 24/7, and
Tall Indians.
NSR 2010 CD $18.98

Prices subject to change without notice.

- FUN IN THE SUN
James Junes and Ernest Tsosie III of the Navajo
Nation are two of the Native America’s funniest
comedians. Their unique style and mixed up combination of humor was first witnessed in their
award winning debut DVD James & Ernie-fied.
Well the time has come again to hold on for a wild
and funny ride to witness the comedy duo’s second
DVD Fun In The Sun filmed at Phoenix College’s
Bullpit Auditorium in the “Valley of the Sun” in
Phoenix, Arizona. This second DVD will leave
you laughing for more. Straight from the “Rez”
and into the city, James & Ernie promises to leave
you gasping for air, and holding on to your fun
filled gall bladder, from this humorous assault on
your funny bone. 60 minutes. Not Rated.
30583D
DVD $29.95
- LIVE AT THE EL MORRO THEATRE,
GALLUP, NM
Navajo comedic duo present their comedy on CD.
15 tracks of some of their most funny stories. A
great compliment to their DVDs. Tracks include
Drinking Days, Feeling Old, Cartoons 24/7, and
Tall Indians.
NSR 2010 CD $18.98
- 49 TIME! 49 LAUGHS COMEDY SHOW
The 49 Laughs Comedy Show is filled with an
amazing amount of talent and award-winning comedians! These five individuals have been excelling in the entertainment industry for years, performing on stage and on movie screens. The styles
of each solo stand-up comic are so unique and
original that there is always something for everyone. Each comedian gives strong, clean and always
outstanding performance every time. This blend of
amazing talent is proving week after week to be
one of the best American Indian comedy shows in
all of North America. 49 Time! Captures the essence of the live show taking the viewer across
Indian Country for non-stop laughs. Includes
James Junes, Ernest David Tsosie III, Pax Harvey,
Tatanka Means and Adrianne Chalepah.
49L 2001D DVD $29.95
- 49 LAUGHS - LIVE AT WILD HORSE
PASS CASINO
Comedy at it’s best. Join James Junes, Ernest
Tsosie III, Tatanka Means, Pax Harvey, and
Adrianne Chalepah live at Wild Horse Pass Casino.
Some of their best stand-up. 28 tracks inducing
Hitch Hiker Love, Jealousy, Pendleton Style, Tough
Women, Bed Time, Hardcore Accent, Native GPS,
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Wrong Restroom, Valley of the Oven, and Hollywood Indians. You won’t stop laughing.
49L 2012 CD $21.98
(Legends/Storytelling - Humor/Comedy)

JAMES JULES
- ME, MYSELF & JAMES
In 1909, the Shiprock Navajo Fair was established
and it has provided entertainment for generations
on the Navajo Reservation. Little did the founding
members know that a century later they would be
subjecting fair-goers to the hilarious antics of
James Jules, half of the world –renowned comedy
duo James & Ernie. In this intimate setting on an
October night, James takes the stage solo to share
his thoughts on life, love, and his own personal
childhood. He and director James Hunt have
teamed up once again to produce and direct this
once in a lifetime performance. So, grab a bale of
hay, have a seat and enjoy the world as it can only
be seen through the eyes of one of the world’s
funniest Native American comedians.
TT 2009D DVD $29.95

DREW LACAPA
- A ONE NIGHT STAND IN PARADISE
Live from the Quechan Indian Tribe Paradise
Casino, Yuma, Arizona. It’s humor with an Indian
flair. Nine comedic skits including KYEA!/H.U.D.
Homes, Hot Water/Tortilla Making Fool, Diggin
Up Bones/Rez Cars/Navy Memories?1996
Olympics, and Puttin’ on the Dress/Edifying
Woman/Being a Good Wife.
LM 1628 CD $17.98
- 4 REAL
Drew Lacapa is more than an accomplished Native
stand up comedian, he is a skilled master of ceremonies, a dedicated volunteer, a former service
man in the U.S. Navy and most important a family
man and grandpa. An Apache/Hopi/Tewa, Drew
enjoys life on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation.
His humor has an eclectic, vibrant vein of rich
humor of the American Indian. Most assuredly, the
funniest man in Indian Country. Enjoy his antics
on his first DVD recording live from Hondah Resort & Casino, May 31, 2003, recorded by ‘Real
Live Professional Indians.’
LM 70489 DVD $22.95

ERNEST DAVID TSOSIE III
- ERNIE’S BOOTLEG SPECIAL: LAUGH
WITH ME
Ernie Tsosie, of James & Ernie, presents his first
solo DVD. It is seriously hilarious. You will laugh
now, and cry later. You won’t be able to stop
laughing.
TT 2010
DVD $21.95
- AWKWARD MOMENTS
Ernie Tsosie, of the acclaimed comedic duo James
& Ernie, proudly presents this solo recording of
some of his best material. 32 tracks include Navajo
Times, The Mall, Chubby vs. Skinny, Murphy’s
Law, Raising Kids, and many more hilarious tracks.
E3E 2011 CD $18.98

Drumbeat
TATANKA MEANS
- HOTTER THAN PHOENIX
Recorded live at Wild Horse Pass Casino, Tatanka
Means presents approximately 41 minutes of ribsplitting humor. Bits include Indn Word, Casino
Employee, Tatanka Means What?, and Hotel Pool.
TM-HTP13 CD $23.98

NATIVE COMEDY ALL STARS
- LIVE AT CASINO HOLLYWOOD
Recorded live at San Filipe Casino Hollywood
November 11, 1011. Join in the fun with some of
the brightest, and funniest, comedians Native
America has to offer. 32 tracks presented by James
Junes, Tatanka Means, Marc Jaffee, Adrianne
Chalepah, Ernest Tsosie III, Pax Harvey, and
Vaughn EagleBear. Routines include NDN Cheerleaders, Rez Haunted House, Chubby People Getting Old, Dollar Store Dreamcatcher, and more.
NCAS 2011
CD $20.98

Legends
wows or anytime just for fun! Loony Toons;
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star; Mighty Black Lodge
Singers; Mouse; Bunny Hop; Flintstones; Kuna
Matata; Tiny Tots Contest Song “Indian People,
Watch the Girls Dance!”; Ask Your Mom for Fifty
Cents; Intertribal Music; Mickey Mouse; EightBall Song - Dedicated to Nathan Jim; Monster
Mash; Here’s Kenny! Total time: 38:30.
6274
CD $15.98
- MORE KIDS’ POW WOW SONGS
Grammy® nominated Black Lodge is one of North
America’s leading pow wow drums.
This
recording is a follow-up to their earlier hit - Kid’s
Pow Wow Songs - and includes pow wow songs
for today’s kids of all ages! 11 songs including
Sponge Bob Square Pants, Scooby Doo, Brother
Bear, and Old MacDonal Had A Farm. (also listed
in “Blackfeet”)
6387
CD $15.98

SHARON BURCH

..... ALSO, OF RELATED
INTEREST.....

CHILDREN’S MUSIC
P.M. BEGAY
- TO ALL OUR PRECIOUS ONES
Pauline is an educator with a M.A. in Education.
She loves to teach Native American children native
songs and music.
A beautiful recording of 15
Navajo lullabies and childrens songs. Each song
has a short explanation of its meaning. Songs
include Cradleboard Lullaby, Early Dawn Child,
Weep No More, Donkey Song.
CRM 081698
CD $16.98
- DAHWIITAAL (Navajo Nursery Songs)
Sure to be a winner with all the children of the
world, Dr. Pauline M. Begay demonstrates a way to
teach the Navajo language. She believes a new
language can be learned through singing. By
listening to this album, there is hope to learn a new
language. 16 songs including Naaldlooshii (The
Farmer In The Dell), Hastiin Farmer (Old
McDonald), Sits’iis (Head, Shoulders, Knees,
Toes), and Kiish (Bluebird).
CRM 052802
Cassette $4.00 CD $16.98

TALIBAH BEGAY
- NAVAJO SONGS FOR CHILDREN
Talibah Begay is a fresh young voice representing
the Navajo people. Her children’s songs reflect the
traditions of her people especially respect for elders. Sung in Navajo and English, Talibah’s songs
are for fun as well as to teach the lasting values of
the Diné. 16 songs including Spider-Man, Barney,
Dora the Explorer, ABC 123 Song, and more.
6475
CD $15.98

BLACK LODGE SINGERS
- VOL. 14. - Kid’s Pow Wow Songs
The BLACK LODGE SINGERS are one of North
America's leading pow wow drums and are
constantly making new songs. They created these
songs specially for children to dance during pow

- COLORS OF MY HEART
The music of Sharon Burch captures the beauty of
traditional Navajo ways, and shares an intimate
glimpse into the relaitonship of mother and child in
the traditions of the Dine. Inspired by the songs
sung by her mother and grandfather, COLORS OF
MY HEART celebrates family, Mother Earth, and a
connection to all living things. Both English and
Navajo lyrics. Twelve songs including Earth
Child, All Is Beautiful (T’áá Át’é Nizhóni), We Are
Here and Little Star Shine (Nizhóni Yázhi At’ééd).
Navajo lyrics and English translations are included.
536
Cassette $9.98 CD $15.98

CHEROKEE NATIONAL CHILDREN’S
CHOIR
- CHILDREN’S SONGS IN THE CHEROKEE
LANGUAGE
The CHERKOEE NATIONAL CHILDREN’S
CHOIR performs 12 songs in the Cherokee
language. Joining the children are Anna Huckaby,
language teacher and Cherokee linguist, and master
basket maker; and Lisa LaRue, recording artist and
composer, basket maker and shell shaker at a
Cherokee ceremonial ground. Songs include I’m A
Little Terrapin (I’m A Little Teapot), Three Sisters
(Row, Row, Row Your Boat), Three Crawdads
(Three Blind Mice) and Bright and Shiny Star
(Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star). All songs are
repeated a second time without vocals for use in
assemblies, classrooms, etc.
CNCRC 002
(Out of Print.)
- VOICES OF THE CREATOR’S CHILDREN
Rita Coolidge joins with the Cherokee National
Children’s Choir to present VOICES OF THE
CREATOR’S CHILDREN. Members of the choir
include Holly Backwater, Rebecca Cook, Heather
Crittenden, Alese Christie, Amanda Gibe, Devon
Kirby, Kandra Lilies, Haley Noe, Holly Noe,
Ashley Proctor, Jon Ross, Kayla Sharp, Chris
Smith, Samantha Spiker and Amy Watkins. Under
the direction of Jan Ballou the Children’s Choir
presents 12 songs, many featuring Rita Coolidge, as
well as flutist Choogie Kingfisher. An added bonus
is a beautiful rendition of Amazing Grace sung by
Rita Coolidge in Cherokee. Other songs include
God’s Children, Canaan’s Land and Beautiful
Home.
CNCRC 003
CD $15.98
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CHEROKEE NATIONAL YOUTH
CHOIR
- BUILDING ONE FIRE
The latest recording of the CHEROKEE
NATIONAL YOUTH CHOIR 2002 with Gil
Silverbird presents 13 songs including The StarSpangled Banner, America, Alleluia, and Jesus My
All.
An inspirational and moving recording.
Winner of Best Gospel/Christian recording at the
2002 Native American Music Awards.
CNYC 004
CD $15.98

RADMILLA CODY
- PRECIOUS FRIENDS
Award winning Navajo singer, Radmilla Cody
presents songs for very special friends. These
songs for children include well loved classics with
Navajo lyrics and original compositions for children by noted educator and songwriter Herman
Cody. Navajo lyrics with English translations are
included in the booklet. 14 songs for children
include Little Horned Toad, Fry Bread Song, Little
Donkey, Lamb Lullaby, and Bah, Bah, Black Sheep
& Mary Had A Little Lamb.
6424 CD $15.98

CREE LANGUAGE SONGS
This is a collection of children’s songs sung in the
Cree language and in English. Ruby Beardy and
Victoria McLeod have chosen 18 of the most loved
children’s songs to be presented here. Children
love to sing, what better way to introduce and teach
the Cree and English language to children but
through song. The songs recorded create a great
way for children and adults to join in and sing-along. Songs include How Much Is That Doggie In
The Window, B-I-N-G-O, Skip To My Lou, Old
McDonald, and Wheels On The Bus.
SSCT 4442
CD $15.98

BRUCE FONTAINE
- LITTLE CHILD SLEEP WELL
This charming album is the ideal compliment to
bedtime. Combining contemporary classics with
traditional Native American lullabies in a perfect
balance that will gently soothe your child. Whether
resting by day or slumbering by night, it will bring
a touch of enchantment to your passage into sleep.
12 Native American flute melodies including Don’t
Cry My Child, It’s Time To Sleep My Baby. I Love
You My Child, and Hush Little Baby.
AR 1212
CD $17.98

RANDALL PASKEMIN
- GOODNIGHT, SWEET DREAMS, I LOVE
YOU
From one of the most prolific traditional Native
American singers and songwriters, Randy Paskemin crafts a collection of songs to accompany
children throughout the day and sweet lullabies to
soothe them to sleep at night. Gently sung in both
English and Cree, these songs share the loving
family traditions of Native peoples and inspire joy
and happiness in all children. 18 songs including
Awe-mee, Happy Birthday, Beautiful Bird, Proud
Daddy, and many more.
6462
CD $15.98

Prices subject to change without notice.
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UNDER THE GREEN CORN MOON
- NATIVE AMERICAN LULLABIES
Beautiful songs of the tenderest of relationships.
These songs carry on the loving, playful, and
sometimes serious nature found in lullabies and are
sung with warmth of genuine human emotion.
Various artists: Aztec/Lorain Fox; Kiowa/Dorothy
White Horse; Taos Pueblo/Robert Mirabal; Navajo/
Julia Begay; Cheyenne/Micki Pratt; Oneida
Iroquois/Joanne Shenandoah; Hopi/Alph Secakuku;
Micmac/Mary Philbrook; Salish (Lillooet)/Tzó
Kam; Kiowa/Dorothy Hunting Horse Gray;
Pawnee/Tom Wasinger; Comanche/Myra Aitson;
Oglala Sioux/Jerry Garrett; Mashantucket Pequot/
Laughing Woman; Cheyenne/Ann Shadlow; and
Salish (Coast)/Kelly White. UNDER THE GREEN
CORN MOON shares and preserves a part of Native
American culture and will prove to be an
educational and enjoyable listening experience for
both children and adults.
SD 916
Cassette $4.00 CD $16.98

ERIC AND WINSTON WUTTUNEE
- FAMILY SONGS AND MEMORIES
“Dynamic” describes Winston and Eric, a multitalented father/son team performing “sing along”
music in schools. Recently, they rocked the halls
of schools with original and well known children
songs. The Johnny Cash favorite “Ring of Fire”
had people dancing in the halls as they passed by,
and the Clarinet Polka had everyone up and dancing in the auditoriums. 16 songs include Rock &
Roll ABC, Old MacDonald Had A Farm, La Tarantella, North to Alaska, Red River Jig, and When the
Sun Sets Over the World.
SSCT 4577
CD $15.98

WINSTON WUTTUNEE
- SINGS CHILDREN’S SONGS IN CREE
Eleven very enjoyable and happy songs with guitar,
violin and choral backup in a style similar to A.
Paul Ortega. Includes Papahakwan (Turkey in the
Straw), Kinnipan Tsi (Frere Jacques), Happy
Birthday and Hay Ya Nay. Winston Wuttunee is a
popular Cree performer of traditional and country
western music in Canada. For children and adults
of all ages.
SSCT 4112
Cassette $2.00

Prices subject to change without notice.
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